Conserving Hearing During Inner-Ear Surgery

An NIH grant is helping a College of Engineering faculty member study the use of mild hypothermia during cochlear implant surgery.

A $450,000 grant from the National Institutes of Health (NIH) is helping Shuvrad M. Rajaguru, an assistant professor in the College of Engineering, Biomedical Engineering Department and Miller School of Medicine’s Department of Otolaryngology, explore how hypothermia might help preserve residual hearing in patients who undergo cochlear implant surgery.

Cochlear implants have allowed hundreds of thousands of people with deafness to hear. But the insertion of these devices is traumatic for the inner ear and can cause damage, including loss of any residual hearing a patient may have. That residual hearing can be utilized by a new generation of implants, which improves the patient's ability to understand speech. Preserving residual hearing may also allow patients to benefit from future technologies or therapies.

Using the grant, which is from the NIH’s National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders, Rajaguru is developing and testing applications of localized, mild hypothermia. Using a custom-designed thermoelectric cooling device, his method reduces the temperature of the cochlea by between four and six degrees, before and during cochlear implant surgery. Therapeutic hypothermia has long been known to help protect nerves after traumatic injuries or injuries that restrict blood flow to an area. Rajaguru and his team’s research, which was published recently in the journal *Acta Neurochirurgica*, has shown that it can also provide significant protection from functional hearing loss caused by trauma when a cochlear implant is inserted.

“We know that mild to moderate, localized hypothermia can protect the neural structures in the cochlea and prevent the loss of residual hearing after these implantations,” Rajaguru says. “But we don’t understand the molecular mechanisms of how it does so.” Research indicates that hypothermia regulates the cascade of signals that cause inflammation when an implant’s electrodes are inserted. Rajaguru wants to determine exactly which “inflammatory signaling events” hypothermia regulates and how they are altered. “This will extend the utility of hypothermia in surgeries involving the inner ear,” he adds.

Fred P. Telsch, MD, professor and James R. Chandler chair of otolaryngology at the Miller School of Medicine, stresses the importance of using hypothermia in surgeries involving cochlear implants: “Helping to ensure that the neural structures in the cochlea are left undamaged is critical in enabling patients undergoing cochlear implant surgery to benefit from future therapies and technologies.”

Ultimately, mild hypothermia may be combined with drugs that protect the nerves of the ear during surgery. “This combination may lead to novel ways of preserving sensitive auditory and vestibular function during all inner-ear surgeries,” Rajaguru says. “Our two major objectives are to identify the inflammatory signaling events regulated by mild hypothermia during cochlear implantation, and to develop a clinical device that will better maintain residual hearing afterwards.”
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